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INTRODUCTION

Digital technology is integrating into our everyday lives at an ever-increasing rate. The digital interface is now the conduit for many of our interactions and activities and has altered, probably irreversibly, the way that we communicate and socialise with one another.

We produce vast amounts of data about ourselves in a variety of contexts through our use of smart phones and social media, our consumer activity, our use of on-line search engines, and our interactions with public services and institutions. Digital technology has created a symbiotic relationship of sorts. It enables us to access and share information for our own benefit. At the same time, the data we generate is of immense value to the public and private entities that facilitate and control our digital interactions.

In this respect, digital technology has created a symbiotic relationship of sorts. It enables us to access and share information for our own benefit. At the same time, the data we generate is of immense value to the public and private entities that facilitate and control our digital interactions.

While this has the potential to produce great benefits and improve social outcomes, it also poses risks to our fundamental human rights. The surveillance and collection of vast amounts of personal information and meta data, and the processing of such data using new analytical techniques, has major implications for our right to privacy and our right to be free from discrimination.

The impact of digital technology on the right to privacy is of particular significance. Privacy is central to our enjoyment of personal dignity and autonomy. It enables the expression of individuality, facilitates trust, friendship and intimacy, empowers the individual against the state and is necessary for securing other human rights, such as the right to freedom of expression and opinion.

This paper provides a high-level summary of the key international and domestic human rights standards and principles that can guide legal and policy frameworks in responding to the rapid advance of digital technology. It is intended to assist anyone in New Zealand engaging in advocacy, research, policy or legislative development in this area, as well as those with a general interest in these issues.

Part I of the paper sets out the international human rights framework that applies to surveillance and personal data, with a focus on the right to privacy. Part II provides an overview of the legal and policy framework that applies in New Zealand and Part III outlines the permissible limitations on the right to privacy. Part IV discussed the safeguards that States should put in place to prevent adverse human rights impacts. This is followed by an overview of the remedies available for human rights violations relating to surveillance and personal data in Part V. The paper concludes with a focus on some of the emerging human rights challenges arising in the digital age.

These emerging challenges include the responsibilities of private businesses in this area. While governments are primarily responsible for protecting human rights, businesses also have a duty to respect human rights, as set out in the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs). While this paper touches on the UNGPs, it is mainly focused on public sector obligations. Nevertheless, we hope that businesses and other private sector
and non-government organisations find it a useful point of reference when considering the broad implications of their practices and policies concerning the use and protection of personal data.
PART I: INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS FRAMEWORK
The collection, storage, sharing and re-purposing of personal information, whether obtained by surveillance or interception, or freely provided by individuals, poses a challenge to universally recognised human rights.

International human rights law provides an instructive framework for the protection of the affected rights, including the right to privacy and its permissible limitations, freedom of expression and opinion, freedom of association, the right to be free from discrimination, and the right to be free from unreasonable search and seizure.

**The right to privacy is a fundamental human right, guaranteed under Article 12 of the Universal Declaration on Human Rights and Article 17 of the ICCPR.**

The first part of this paper is intended to provide readers with an overview of the international law and standards relevant to:

- Affected rights under the International Covenant for Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR)
- United Nations resolutions and reports on human rights in the digital age
- International and regional guidelines and standards regarding personal information

Together, these instruments, reports and standards provide a framework to guide the formation of law and policy concerning personal data, surveillance and human rights in New Zealand.

### 1.1 International Covenant for Civil and Political Rights

The right to privacy is a fundamental human right, guaranteed under Article 12 of the Universal Declaration on Human Rights and Article 17 of the ICCPR. In 1978, New Zealand agreed to be legally bound by the ICCPR. Article 17 of the Covenant affirms:

1. No one shall be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to unlawful attacks on his honour and reputation.

2. Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against such interference or attacks.

In reflection of its status as a fundamental right, the right to privacy is included in similar terms in other international human rights treaties to which New Zealand is a party, protecting the rights of children, and people with disabilities.\(^1\)

The scope of the right under article 17 is broad. It not only protects individual privacy, but also interference with the individual’s family and home life, written affairs, personal identity and standing. This illustrates how closely the right is linked to the human rights concepts of personal autonomy and dignity.\(^2\) The right to privacy is also underpinned by a right to legal protection from arbitrary and unlawful interference.

The UN Human Rights Committee (UNHRC), the UN body of independent experts that monitors the implementation of the ICCPR, has issued interpretative guidance on the nature and scope of the right to privacy under article 17 in its General Comment No. 16. The UNHRC sets the following threshold for State compliance with the right to privacy:

In the view of the Committee this right is required to be guaranteed against all such interferences and attacks whether they

---

1 Convention on the Rights of the Child, Article 16; and Members of Their Families, Article 14; Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, Article 22.
2 On this point, see the observations of the UN Special Rapporteur on the right to privacy concerning the recognition of the relationship between privacy and personality, A/71/368 (30 August 2016) para. 40 http://undocs.org/A/71/368
The application of algorithms to data to predict future behaviour or generate risk assessments to inform social spending may also implicate the right to be free from discrimination under Article 26 of the ICCPR. This issue will be discussed further below.

1.2 International Resolutions, Reports & Groups

The UNHRC’s interpretation of the right to privacy in General Comment 16 is now approaching 30 years old. While its principles are still applicable, it does not specifically address the challenges that have arisen from the information technology revolution over that period.8

In recent years UN human rights entities such as the Human Rights Council9, General Assembly10, Special Rapporteurs11 and the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR)12 have produced numerous reports and resolutions on the human rights challenges brought about by the digital age. The principles and recommendations contained in these documents contribute to the international jurisprudence on the right to privacy and, as such, provide an important reference point when assessing the rights-consistency of domestic policies and practices that utilise digital technologies to gather, share and assess personal data.

The right to freedom of expression and the right to hold opinions without interference, affirmed under article 19 of the ICCPR are also important. As stated in the preamble to the Global Principles on the Protection of Freedom of Expression and Privacy:

> Without privacy, individuals lack the space to think and speak without intrusion and to develop their own voice. Without freedom of expression, individuals would be unable to develop their sense of self. At the heart of the protection of these rights lies the respect for, and protection of, human dignity and individuals’ ability to live freely and engage with one another.7

---

7 The Global Principles were written by Article 19, an NGO dedicated to upholding the freedom to speak and the freedom to know
8 There have accordingly been calls for the UNHRC to update its General Comment on the right to privacy.
9 The UN Human Rights Council is an inter-governmental body within the United Nations system made up of 47 States responsible for the promotion and protection of all human rights around the world.
10 The UN General Assembly is made up of all 193 Member States of the UN and is a forum used to work together and discuss a wide array of international issues covered by the UN Charter, such as development, peace and security, and international law.
11 UN Special Rapporteurs are independent human rights experts with mandates to report and advise on human rights from a thematic or country-specific perspective.
12 The UN OHCHR is the principal UN body that is committed to the promotion and protection of universal human rights.
UN General Assembly and Human Rights Council

In December 2013, the UN General Assembly adopted its first resolution on the right to privacy in the digital age. The development of the resolution followed the 2013 Snowden revelations that the National Security Agency (NSA) in the United States and the General Communications Headquarters (GCHQ) in the United Kingdom were undertaking extensive surveillance and interception of global internet traffic, digital personal information records and metadata.13

The resolution expressed “deep concern at the negative impact that surveillance and interception of communications may have on human rights.” In doing so, it emphasised the need for States to:

- Respect and protect the right to privacy;
- Review domestic practices and laws regarding communications surveillance, interception and collection of personal data in line with international human rights obligations;
- Establish effective oversight mechanisms; and
- Ensure that any practice that limits or interferes with the right to privacy is subject to a “careful and critical assessment” of its necessity, legitimacy and proportionality, in accordance with international law.14

Two further resolutions on the right to privacy in the digital age were adopted by the General Assembly in 2014 and 2016. Both resolutions reaffirmed and built upon the principles established in the 2013 resolution and included additional calls for:

- States to provide access to an effective remedy for individuals whose rights have been violated by the use of unlawful or arbitrary surveillance; and15

- Business enterprises to respect human rights in accordance with the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights; to establish transparency policies; and to take measures to enable secure communications and protect customers from interference with their privacy.16

On 1 April 2015, the Human Rights Council adopted a similar resolution on the right to privacy in the digital age. The resolution reflected the General Assembly's resolutions and, in recognition of the global nature of the internet and rapid advancement of information and communication technology, affirmed that “the same rights that people have offline must also be protected online.”17 Most significantly, the resolution established the role and mandate of the Special Rapporteur on the right to privacy, an independent expert appointed by the Human Rights Council to examine and report back on a country situation or a specific human rights theme in relation to the right to privacy.18

In March 2017, the Human Rights Council adopted an updated resolution on the same issue that reflects many of the points made in the General Assembly resolutions.19

UN Reports

Since 2013, the OHCHR and several Special Rapporteurs have produced reports that further extrapolate the international human rights standards relevant to the interception, surveillance and sharing of digital communications. The reports of the Special Rapporteurs examine specific practices and are applicable to related policy development by

18 In July 2015, Professor Joseph Cannataci was appointed to this role. See http://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Privacy/SR/Pages/SRPrivacyIndex.aspx
governments. The most relevant reports that are referenced throughout this paper include:

- OHCHR
  - Report on the right to privacy in the digital age (30 June 2014)²⁰
- Special Rapporteur on the right to privacy
  - Report to the Human Rights Council providing an overview of the right to privacy (24 November 2016)²¹
  - Report to the Human Rights Council outlining first approaches to a more privacy-friendly oversight of government surveillance (24 February 2017)²² and
  - Report to the General Assembly on Big Data and Open Data (19 October 2017)²³
- Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms while countering terrorism
  - Report to the General Assembly examining the use of mass digital surveillance for counter-terrorism purposes and the implications of bulk access technology for the right to privacy (24 September 2014)²⁴
  - Report to the General Assembly examining surveillance of electronic communications data in the counter-terrorism context (11 August 2017)²⁵
- Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression
  - Report to the Human Rights Council analysing the implications of States’ surveillance of communications on the exercise of the human rights to privacy and to freedom of opinion and expression (17 April 2013)²⁶
  - Report to the Human Rights Council addressing the roles played by private actors engaged in the provision of Internet and telecommunications access and providing principles to guide the private sector on human rights in the digital sector and new modalities of surveillance (30 March 2017)²⁷

International legal framework to regulate surveillance in cyberspace

The Special Rapporteur on the right to privacy has collaborated with the European Union-supported Management Alternatives for Privacy, Property and Internet Government, otherwise known as the MAPPING project, on issues relating to the “protection of privacy in this age of ubiquitous surveillance.”²⁸ The collaboration led to the development of a draft legal instrument on surveillance.²⁹ The document is expected to be ready for consideration by the Human Rights Council by 2021 and may compromise “soft law” in the form of recommendations or an international multilateral treaty.³⁰

D7 – Digital Rights Working Group

The New Zealand Government is to lead an international working group on digital rights, made up of New Zealand, United Kingdom, South Korea, Estonia and Israel, Uruguay and Canada.³¹ The Group’s aim is to enable the digital environment to meet human rights standards and protections through the creation of a multinational framework for digital rights.³²

---

²⁶ Report of the Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression, Frank La Rue, A/HRC/23/40 (17 April 2013)
²⁸ https://mappingtheinternet.eu/about.
³¹ The group originally comprised of five countries, including New Zealand, known as the Digital 5. However, Uruguay and Canada joined in 2018. For more information see https://www.digital.govt.nz/digital-government/international-partnerships/d7-group-of-digital-nations/
Essential to the right to privacy is the right to protection of personal data. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), European Union (EU) and Asia-Pacific Economic Forum (APEC) have developed guidelines and regulations on this issue which influence domestic privacy laws in New Zealand.

### OECD Guidelines on the Protection of Privacy and Transborder Flows of Personal Data

The OECD Guidelines were developed by OECD Member countries in 1980 and were revised in 2013. The Guidelines were formed to help harmonise national privacy legislation and, while upholding human rights, at the same time prevent interruptions in international flows of data. The Guidelines set out eight core principles that apply to the processing of personal data. They form the basis of the information privacy principles in New Zealand’s Privacy Act 1993 and consist of the follow key principles:

- **Collection Limitation Principle**: Personal data should only be collected lawfully and fairly and where appropriate with knowledge and consent of the individual concerned.

- **Purpose Specification Principle**: The purposes for which personal data are collected should be specified at the time of or before data collection. Subsequent use of such data is limited to the purpose of collection or a compatible purpose and that these should be specified whenever there is a change of purpose.

- **Use Limitation Principle**: Restricts the disclosure of personal information for reasons other than the specified purpose except with the individual's consent or by legal authority.

Other principles in the Guidelines include:

- Personal data should be protected by reasonable security safeguards; governments should be open about policy developments and practices with respect to personal data; individuals should be able to request data about themselves and receive reasons for denial of such requests; and that data controllers should be accountable for complying with the principles.

### European Union

**Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to the Automatic Processing of Personal Data**

The Council of Europe Convention was the first binding international instrument to protect individuals against abuses resulting from the collection and processing of personal data and to regulate the trans-border flow of personal data. Many of the principles reflect those of the OECD Guidelines. Countries from outside Europe can sign up to the Convention, but only Uruguay has done so to date.

### General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)

The EU also has its own internal law regarding data protection. On 8 April 2016, the EU adopted the GDPR which takes effect on 25 May 2018. The GDPR applies to the public sector, EU-based entities and non-EU based entities processing data of individuals within the EU. As noted by New Zealand’s Privacy Commissioner, the GDPR’s “standards lift the baseline internationally in response to challenges to consumers and data protection in today’s global digital economy.”

Some of the key aspects of the GDPR are set out below:

- Increased territorial scope: Applies to all companies (data controllers or processors) whose processing activities relate to offering goods or services or monitoring behaviour...
of individuals residing in the EU, regardless of the company’s location.

• Data Protection Officers: In some circumstances data controllers or processors must designate a Data Protection Officer as part of their accountability programme. This covers processing carried out by a public authority, where core activities are involved, monitoring data subjects on a large scale; and where core activities consist of processing on a large scale of special categories of data.

• Consent: Restrictive approach to consent requiring that it must be “freely given, specific, informed and unambiguous.”

• Penalties: A tiered approach to penalties is established with fines for some infringements of up to the higher of 4% of annual worldwide turnover and EUR20 million (e.g. breach of requirements relating to international transfers or the basic principles for processing, such as conditions for consent). Civil liability is also possible with a right to compensation.

• Data breach notification: Data controllers must notify most data breaches to the Data Protection Authorities within 72 hours of awareness.

• Data subject rights: Rights of individuals are bolstered including rights to: require information about data being processed about themselves; be forgotten entitling individuals to have personal data about them erased; correction of data which is wrong; a right to restrict certain processing; object to their personal data being processed for direct marketing purposes; and to an explanation about information based on algorithms.

The GDPR may impact on New Zealand in two ways. First, any public agency or business in New Zealand that handles personal data of individuals residing in the EU will need to ensure that their internal data processing procedures comply. Second, it is possible that the EU may find that New Zealand’s data protection laws are no longer ‘adequate’ for the transfer of European-originated data for processing. The Office of the Privacy Commissioner has indicated that they are in regular communication with the European Commission on this issue.

Asia-Pacific Region

APEC Privacy Framework

The APEC Privacy Framework was developed in light of the 1980 OECD Guidelines and applies to all 27-member countries. The Framework sets out principles and implementation guidance for the public and private sectors who control the collection, holding, processing, use, transfer or disclosure of personal information. Key principles include:

• Preventing harm: Preventing misuse of personal information and consequent harm to individuals.

• Notice: Individuals should know that information is collected about them and the purpose for which it is used.

• Collection limitation: Limited collection of information to the purposes for which it is collected.

• Use limitation: Limits the use of personal information to fulfilling the purposes of the collection.

Also included in the framework are the principles of choice and consent, data integrity, security safeguards, access and correction and accountability. Progress on the implementation of the Framework includes the application of Information Privacy Individual Action Plans by 14 economies. New Zealand last updated its Data Privacy Individual Action Plan, in 2011.

Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPP)

43 Ibid
In March 2018, New Zealand signed the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for the Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP) and is currently considering its ratification. Chapter 14 of the TPP on electronic communications includes several provisions that affect data and privacy obligations with respect to New Zealand’s activities with the ten other member countries. Relevant provisions include:

• Personal Information Protection: Each Party is called on to adopt or maintain a legal framework that protects users of electronic communications personal information. It recommends looking toward existing privacy principles when doing so.

• Cross Border Transfer of Information by Electronic Means: Allows for the cross-border transfer of personal information when the activity is for the “conduct of the business of the covered person.”

• Data localisation: Parties cannot require companies to locate computing facilities in another Party’s territory as a condition for conducting business in that territory. This ensures that businesses who want to conduct business in a Party’s territory will have the freedom to choose where to store the data.

• Source Code: Prevents a country from requiring access to source code as a condition for conducting business. However, this does not extend to software used for critical infrastructure.

46 Australia, Brunei, Canada, Chile, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, Peru, Singapore, Vietnam.
PART II: NEW ZEALAND’S LEGAL AND POLICY FRAMEWORK
2.1 Application of International Human Rights Framework to New Zealand

While Parliament holds the ultimate power to legislate in New Zealand, the Government must take into account the impact of international law on domestic legislation as a result of its international treaty obligations and the principles of customary international law. The Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties provides that treaty obligations are binding on a State party and its territory and that domestic law may not be used as a justification for its failure to perform a treaty obligation.

Accordingly, the Cabinet Office Manual and the ancillary Legislation Design and Advisory Committee Guidelines direct the Government and public servants to ensure that proposed legislation and policy conforms with international obligations.

The Government’s approach to applying human rights treaty obligations to legislation and policy development has been somewhat uneven to date. However, it is notable that the recent reforms to New Zealand’s intelligence and security jurisdiction, which had considerable implications for the right to privacy, gave careful scrutiny to international human rights standards. This resulted in human rights considerations being elevated amongst the new legislative principles and decision-making criteria that the reforms have introduced.

This focus on international human rights obligations has been further reflected in related policy developments in the sector. In 2017, a Ministerial Policy Statement (MPS) regarding functions of the intelligence and security agencies when cooperating with overseas public authorities listed the ICCPR and seven other ratified UN human rights treaties as being among New Zealand’s “core human rights obligations.” The MPS noted that “actions or activities that run contrary to the obligations within those obligations may constitute a human rights breach in the context of this MPS.”

Furthermore, the New Zealand Courts have affirmed that they can be expected to interpret legislation in a manner consistent with international treaty obligations and that it is not to be assumed that Parliament intentionally passed legislation contrary to those treaty obligations. In addition, the reference to the ICCPR in the Long Title of The New Zealand Bill of Rights Act 1990 indicates a legislative desire to achieve compliance with international rights obligations.

The Courts have also applied non-binding international human rights documents, such as UN Minimum Standards passed by the General Assembly, as persuasive interpretative aids when considering the application of a human rights obligation under an international treaty. The High Court has stated that “subject to express or implied contrary provisions in domestic legislation, New Zealand Courts will pay regard to internationally accepted human rights norms in the exercise of judicial discretion.”

Jurisprudence arising from the judgments of the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) and the Court of Justice of the European Union on the application of the right to privacy under the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR)
may also be considered by the New Zealand Courts. While judgments of the European Courts are not binding upon them, New Zealand Courts have displayed a willingness to consider and refer to decisions of the ECtHR, and to decisions of the UK courts made under its Human Rights Act 1998 which incorporates much of the ECHR into UK law.\textsuperscript{58}

\textbf{2.2 New Zealand Bill of Rights Act 1990}

The preamble of the New Zealand Bill of Rights Act 1990 (BORA) provides that it is an Act to:

a. affirm, protect, and promote human rights and fundamental freedoms in New Zealand; and

b. affirm New Zealand’s commitment to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.

The preamble enunciates the purpose of the BORA as a legislative instrument that affirms New Zealand’s human rights obligations under the ICCPR. Notably, BORA does not contain a free-standing right to privacy equivalent to Article 17 of the ICCPR.

The challenges brought about by contemporary and future electronic surveillance and data interception technology raise the question of whether the BORA should be updated to include a free-standing right to privacy. The Human Rights Commission,\textsuperscript{59} the Office of the Privacy Commissioner,\textsuperscript{60} and human rights advocates and academics\textsuperscript{61} have called for the inclusion of the right to privacy in the BORA or a written constitution for New Zealand. To do so would not only bring the BORA into greater substantive alignment with the ICCPR. It would also ensure that the Attorney-General considers the effect of the right to privacy on any new bill introduced into parliament under its BORA reporting function.\textsuperscript{62} Furthermore, it would allow the Courts to issue a declaration of inconsistency if they believe that legislation is inconsistent with the right to privacy.\textsuperscript{63}

\textbf{The challenges brought about by contemporary and future electronic surveillance and data interception technology raise the question of whether the BORA should be updated to include a free-standing right to privacy.}

BORA does, however, provide for the right to protection from unreasonable search and seizure,\textsuperscript{64} a right that is engaged when considering the surveillance and interception of personal data. There is a corollary between the civil right to protection from unreasonable search and seizure and the common law recognition of the privacy of the home.\textsuperscript{65} The New Zealand Courts have affirmed that private property rights, in this context, have “special significance” in that they “enable individuals to maintain their right to privacy and their civil liberties in general and…underline the value attached to personal independence and freedom from official harassment.”\textsuperscript{66}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{58} Butler & Butler, The New Zealand Bill of Rights Act, A Commentary, 2nd ed., pg 95.
  \item \textsuperscript{60} See Office of the Privacy Commissioner’s Submission to the Constitutional Advisory Panel, https://www.privacy.org.nz/assets/Uploads/2017-12-08-Constitution-Aotearoa-Submission-Final.pdf
  \item \textsuperscript{61} http://constitutionaotearoa.org.nz/the-conversation/rights-privacy/.
  \item \textsuperscript{62} Section 7, BORA.
  \item \textsuperscript{63} The question of whether the Courts have the inherent jurisdiction to grant a declaration of inconsistency as a remedy if they believe legislation is inconsistent with the Bill of Rights Act, was argued in the Supreme Court in February 2018. That same month, the Minister of Justice announced that Cabinet had agreed in principle to allow courts to make a declaration of inconsistency and that the Bill of Rights Act will be amended to give the Courts this power.
  \item \textsuperscript{64} BORA, s 21
  \item \textsuperscript{65} Butler, pg 65, 3 3.15 citing Morris v Beardmore [1981] AC 446 (HL).
  \item \textsuperscript{66} Transport Ministry v Payn [1977] 2 NZLR 50 (CA) at 64
\end{itemize}
2.3 Privacy Act 1993

The Privacy Act 1993 regulates the collection, use and disclosure of information about individuals. At the core of the Act are the 12 information privacy principles (IPPs) that guide the way that government agencies and businesses (referred to in the legislation as Agents) handle personal information, including in relation to the collection, storage, security, access, accuracy, retention, and disclosure of personal information.67

The Act itself does not provide for, or affirm, a free-standing right to privacy. However, the information privacy principles are fundamentally congruent with the right to privacy and provide presumptive rights for a person to access their personal information and have their personal information protected from unauthorised use or disclosure to third parties. The information privacy principles are designed as operational safeguards and thus are subject to exceptions in certain circumstances (for example where non-consented disclosure of personal information may be required to avert a likelihood of serious harm).

Compliance with the Privacy Act is overseen by the Privacy Commissioner, who may investigate and instigate proceedings against agencies that may be in breach. In addition, the Privacy Commissioner may produce sector-specific codes of practice, such as the Health Information Privacy Code and the Telecommunications Information Privacy Code, that derive from the foundational information privacy principles in the Act.

Among other things, the Privacy Act regulates information matching practices between specified public-sector agencies and information sharing practices among agencies that would otherwise breach one or more of the information privacy principles. Agencies that wish to share personal information in such a manner are required by the Privacy Act to enter into Approved Information Sharing Agreements.

On 20 March 2018, a new Privacy Bill was introduced into Parliament to repeal and replace the existing Privacy Act 1993. The new Bill follows the 2011 Law Commission Review of the Privacy Act which contained 136 recommendations for change,68 as well as calls by the Privacy Commissioner to modernise the Act.69

The new Bill proposes modernising the Privacy Act in response to the way technology has revolutionized the handling of personal data, while retaining the 12 IPPs. The IPPs largely remain the same under the Bill, with the exception of IPP 11 on disclosure of information and IPP 4 on the manner of collection of personal information. IPP 11 strengthens the requirements relating to the disclosure of information to an overseas person. Among the new requirements are that the disclosing agency must not disclose the personal information unless the agency believes on reasonable grounds that the overseas person is required to protect the information in a way that, overall, provides comparable safeguards to those in the Act.70 IPP 4 is amended to require an agency to consider the age of an individual when deciding whether the means of collection of personal information is fair and not unreasonably intrusive.71

Importantly, the purpose statement of the Bill has been strengthened to contain a clearer focus on protecting and promoting privacy. It directly incorporates an “individual’s right to privacy of personal information” and recognises “privacy obligations and standards in relation to the privacy of personal information, including … the International Covenant for Civil and Political Rights.”

The most significant reforms to the law are the increased accountability mechanisms supporting the early identification of systematic privacy risks. These changes include:

• Mandatory reporting of data breaches: One of the major changes under the Bill is the introduction of a mandatory requirement

---

71 Ibid.
for agencies to report privacy breaches to
the Privacy Commissioner and affected
individuals if the breach has caused or
risks causing harm.\textsuperscript{72} This is consistent
with mandatory reporting regimes that are
increasingly required in privacy legislation
overseas, including in Australia, Canada
and the European Union. Notification must
occur as soon as practicable after an agency
becomes aware of a breach, and if it is not
reasonably practicable to notify affected
individuals, the agency must instead give
public notice of the breach. It is an offence
to fail to notify the Commissioner, with a
maximum penalty of $10,000\textsuperscript{73} and the
Commissioner has the power to publish
the identity of an agency that has notified him
or her of the privacy breach, if the agency
consents or if the Commissioner is satisfied
that it is in the public interest to do so.\textsuperscript{74}

- Compliance notices: The Commissioner’s
functions are expanded under the new
Bill. It allows the Commissioner to issue
compliance notices that require an agency
to do something, or stop doing something,
in order to comply with privacy law.\textsuperscript{75} The
Human Rights Review Tribunal will be able
to enforce compliance notices and hear
appeals.\textsuperscript{76}

- Information-gathering powers: The Bill
expands the Commissioner’s information-
gathering powers when investigating
complaints about an interference of privacy.
The Commissioner can require any person
to provide information or documents
and can specify a time limit for providing
information.\textsuperscript{77}

- Access requests: The Commissioner is also
given a new power to direct an agency
to confirm whether it holds specified
information about an individual, permit
access to that information or to make the

\begin{itemize}
\item Compliance notices: The Commissioner’s
functions are expanded under the new
Bill. It allows the Commissioner to issue
compliance notices that require an agency
to do something, or stop doing something,
in order to comply with privacy law.\textsuperscript{75} The
Human Rights Review Tribunal will be able
to enforce compliance notices and hear
appeals.\textsuperscript{76}

\item Information-gathering powers: The Bill
expands the Commissioner’s information-
gathering powers when investigating
complaints about an interference of privacy.
The Commissioner can require any person
to provide information or documents
and can specify a time limit for providing
information.\textsuperscript{77}

\item Access requests: The Commissioner is also
given a new power to direct an agency
to confirm whether it holds specified
information about an individual, permit
access to that information or to make the

\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{72} Privacy Bill, Clause 119. Harm is defined as an action that (i) has
caused, or may cause, loss, detriment, damage, or injury to the individ-
ual; or (ii) has adversely affected, or may adversely affect, the rights,
benefits, privileges, obligations, or interests of the individual; or (iii) has
resulted in, or may result in, significant humiliation, significant loss of
dignity, or significant injury to the feelings of the individual.

\textsuperscript{73} Privacy Bill, Clause 122.

\textsuperscript{74} Ibid. Clause 123.

\textsuperscript{75} Ibid. Clause 124.

\textsuperscript{76} Ibid. Clause 130.

\textsuperscript{77} Ibid. Clause 92.

\textsuperscript{78} Ibid. Clause 96.

\textsuperscript{79} For example: Inland Revenue Department (IRD) and the Department
of Internal Affairs to share information from adult passport applications
with IRD for the purpose of contacting overseas-based student loan
borrowers and child support liable parents who are in arrears; IRD and
the New Zealand Police regarding disclosure of information for the
purpose of prevention, detection, investigation or providing evidence of
serious crime.

\textsuperscript{80} Privacy Act 1993, s 96O.

\textsuperscript{81} Ibid. s 96N.

\textsuperscript{82} Privacy Act 1993, s 96P.
2.5 Predictive Risk Modelling

In New Zealand, the development of a proposed predictive risk modelling (PRM) programme in the child protection sector may have significant implications for children's privacy rights. The aim of the proposed programme, developed by the Ministry of Social Development (MSD), is to identify children at risk of maltreatment as they enter the public welfare system in order to target interventions and service delivery. PRM is generated from a large data set of public welfare and child protection services information. An algorithmic program is applied to the data to generate ‘risk’ scores for individuals. Service responses are then ascertained according to the risk score. As a PRM initiative requires agencies to share identifiable personal information without consent, it requires either an AISA or enabling provisions in primary legislation to legally override standard Privacy Act protections.

Concerns have been raised about the ethics and human rights implications of PRM, including in relation to the security of information; unanticipated uses of information; stigmatisation of people identified as having high risk scores; systematic discrimination occurring as a result of the algorithmic techniques used to filter data; and transparency in relation to the data used to create algorithmic design.

In order to ensure that privacy, human rights and ethical considerations are factored into the development and implementation of PRM, MSD is currently developing a Privacy, Human Rights and Ethics (PHRAE) Framework as a procedural safeguard. At the time of writing both the child protection PRM initiative and the PHRAE Framework are still under development and yet to be implemented. At this stage, it is understood that the PHRAE framework is intended to be a policy-level process that will be undertaken by Ministry officials and is not intended to be vested under any specific legislative or regulatory provision.

It is notable that in 2016 the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child recommended that the New Zealand Government ensure “that the Privacy, Human Rights and Ethics framework governing predictive risk modelling takes in to consideration the potentially discriminatory impacts of this practice, is made public and is referenced in all relevant legislation.”

The advent of this approach has coincided with extensive reforms to the legislation governing New Zealand’s child protection and youth justice jurisdictions. The Children, Young Person’s and their Families Act and Young Persons (Oranga Tamariki) Legislation Act has greatly expanded the powers of specified government agencies to share and use personal information held about children and their families, including enabling the creation of combined data sets. In doing so, legislation expressly provides for a principle that the well-being and best interests of a child will generally take precedence over any duty of confidentiality owed to the child or young person or a member of the child’s family.

This is an example of primary legislation being used to over-ride the information privacy principles that otherwise would have applied under the Privacy Act in respect of sharing of personal information between agencies. Other PRM initiatives, such as one that was directed at identifying young people at risk of long-term benefit dependency, have relied upon AISAs.

More generally, New Zealand academics at the University of Otago have commented on the use

83 See, for example, the 2015 Draft Youth Services AISA between MSD, the Ministry of Education and the Department of Corrections which proposed to enable personal data to be shared between those agencies for the purpose of identifying youth beneficiaries eligible to enrol in the MSDs Youth Service programme. The draft AISA is accessible at: https://www.msd.govt.nz/about-msd-and-our-work/work-programmes/policy-development/youth-service-information-sharing-agreement consultation/public-consultation-on-new-youth-service-information-sharing-agreement.html


85 UN Committee on the Rights of the Child, Concluding observations on the fifth periodic report of New Zealand, CRC/C/NZL/CO/5 (21 October 2016) paras 20(a) and 20(b) http://www.refworld.org/docid/587ce6b574.html

86 Children, Young Persons and the Families (Oranga Tamariki) Legislation Act has greatly expanded the powers of specified government agencies to share and use personal information held about children and their families, including enabling the creation of combined data sets. In doing so, legislation expressly provides for a principle that the well-being and best interests of a child will generally take precedence over any duty of confidentiality owed to the child or young person or a member of the child’s family.

87 This is an example of primary legislation being used to over-ride the information privacy principles that otherwise would have applied under the Privacy Act in respect of sharing of personal information between agencies. Other PRM initiatives, such as one that was directed at identifying young people at risk of long-term benefit dependency, have relied upon AISAs.

88 More generally, New Zealand academics at the University of Otago have commented on the use...
of PRM tools used by the Accident Compensation Corporation, New Zealand’s government entity responsible for administration of the accidental injury compensation scheme. The academics found that the practice raised a number of fundamental questions that the government ought to be able to address when considering the implementation of PRM. These questions include whether:

- The PRM tool is accurate – this requires both transparent evaluation processes and a thorough description of the data set on which it was assessed
- The responsible agency can explain how the PRM tool works so that clients can appeal a decision made by it
- The PRM tool distorts the way the agency pursues its policy objectives
- The PRM tool enables the agency to ‘duck’ its responsibility to make fair and humane decisions
- The PRM tool implicitly discriminates against individuals – evaluative processes should be used to identify whether this is the case
- The responsible agency is effectively training employees in the use of the PRM tool and associated decision-making system

2.6 Citizen Based Analytics

New Zealand is taking a leading and innovative approach to the use of scientific evidence to inform public policy, led by the Office of the Prime Minister’s Chief Science Advisor, Sir Peter Gluckman. In June 2017, the Office released a discussion paper on the benefits and limitations of how the Government can use big data to better inform social policy decisions, an approach described as “social investment” in New Zealand. The research was the result of a collaboration with European data statisticians via the European Commission.

The use of data and citizen-based analytics has been made possible in New Zealand through the development of the Integrated Data Infrastructure (IDI), a large research database containing microdata about people and households taken from a range of government agencies, Statistics NZ and NGOs. Once the data is linked it is anonymised and placed under the custodianship of Statistics NZ. Researchers and analysts can then examine the data to look for trends and relationships between factors. The IDI has been subject to privacy impact assessments and is subject to the privacy protocols of Statistics NZ.

Sir Peter Gluckman’s research notes that there are also circumstances where identifiable client level data may be used and therefore appropriate data governance, safeguards, accountability and oversight must be in place to ensure social acceptability and the social license for the use of big data. According to the discussion paper, in order to address the multiple uses of data, the Government Statistician, the Privacy Commissioner, the Chief Science Advisor and the Data Futures Partnership are working together to recommend an assurance and governance system for data access and use.

Countervailing privacy risks associated with policies that enable the state access to and use of client level data were addressed by the Privacy Commissioner in a major 2017 inquiry and report on a controversial policy of the previous government to require NGOs to disclose individual client level data to the Ministry of Social Development as a condition of their funding contracts. The contracts were linked to MSD’s four service lines – Work and Income, Child, Youth and Family, Family and Community Services, and the Ministry of Youth Development, including services that have a children, young

94 Ibid.
95 The Data Futures Partnership is an independent group funded by the New Zealand Government that identified challenges in the data-use system and facilitates conversation with New Zealanders to understand their perspectives on data use in order to develop guidelines to help organisations build and maintain trust of those whose data they wish to use, http://datafutures.co.nz/our-work-2/.
person, family or whanau focus. The coercive nature of the policy was of considerable concern to many NGO service providers working in those sectors.

The Privacy Commissioner accordingly utilised his statutory function under s 13 of the Privacy Act to undertake a self-directed inquiry into the policy. The Commissioner concluded that the policy was inconsistent with the Privacy Act. He noted, among other things, that while the Government can legitimately require good information from its providers in order to evaluate the efficacy of a funded programme, the proposed policy was “excessive, disproportionate to the Government’s legitimate needs and therefore…inconsistent with the information privacy principles.” He also noted that “the manner in which the policy change has been effected risks undermining the trust between individual service users and NGOs” and may accordingly “deter some of the most in need from accessing necessary help.” The Privacy Commissioner accordingly recommended that the policy be amended to conform with the IPPs under the Privacy Act. Subsequently, the policy appears to have discontinued.

2.7 Intelligence and Security Act 2017

In March 2016, a major independent review of the intelligence and security legislation was presented to parliament. The review itself was conducted following calls by the Human Rights Commission in a report to the Prime Minister and in the wake of the arrest and surveillance of Kim Dotcom by New Zealand intelligence and law enforcement agencies in 2013, an event which highlighted significant deficiencies in New Zealand’s legislative framework. Reflecting the earlier recommendations of the Human Rights Commission, the terms of reference of the review included scrutiny of New Zealand law against international human rights law and standards. It included recommendations to consolidate the legislation into one statute and strengthen oversight and accountability mechanisms, including those regarding access to information from other government agencies, and set out a proposed authorisation framework for intelligence and security activities.

The Government accepted most of the reviewers’ recommendations and in April 2017 the Intelligence and Security Act was enacted, replacing the four separate laws that previously governed this area. The strong human rights-based approach adopted in the review is reflected in the new legislation, resulting in human rights considerations being elevated among the purposes of the law and decision-making principles.

The purposes of the Act include: “ensuring that the functions of the intelligence and security agencies are performed – in accordance with New Zealand law and human rights obligations recognised by New Zealand law”; and ensuring “that the powers of the intelligence and security agencies are subject to institutional oversight and appropriate safeguards.” This has included enhancing the functions of the principal oversight entity, the Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security and requiring the responsible Minister to issue Ministerial Policy Statements (MPS) which set out policy and practice standards concerning the operational activities of the intelligence and security services.

Another legislative outcome of considerable significance was the amendment to section 57 of the Privacy Act to provide that intelligence and security agencies are subject to most of the Act’s IPPs, including the requirement under IPP 4(a) that personal information is collected by lawful means. Prior to the amendment, the agencies

---

97 Ibid., para. 3.3.4.
98 Ibid, Executive Summary at point 5
99 Ibid., para 4.2.
100 Ibid ibid., point 8.
106 Other than those regarding the source of personal information (IPP 2), collection of personal information (IPP 3) and collection of personal information by unfair or unreasonably intrusive means (IPP 4(b)).
were exempt from this requirement, as well as most of the other IPPs.\footnote{107} This amendment was sought by the Privacy Commissioner and has the effect of significantly strengthening the application of privacy rights and standards to the surveillance and information gathering activities of the intelligence and security agencies.

In March 2016, Sir Michael Cullen and Dame Patsy Reddy presented the First Independent Review of Intelligence and Security to parliament (Cullen/Reddy Report).\footnote{108} The review focused on the legislative framework governing the Government Communications Security Bureau (GCSB) and NZ Security and Intelligence Service (NZSIS) and their oversight regime. They concluded that there should be a single, integrated and comprehensive Act clearly setting out how and why the agencies are constituted; how their intelligence and security activities are authorised; and their oversight.

### 2.8 Legislative Advisory Committee Guidelines, the Chief Privacy Officer and the Government Chief Data Steward

Chapter 7 of the Legislation Advisory Committee (LAC) Guidelines on Process and Content of Legislation (LAC Guidelines), directs Government officials as to their legal and ethical obligations regarding privacy and personal information when developing legislation:

*The Government should respect privacy interests and ensure that the collection of information about people is done in a transparent manner, where the type and amount of information collected and what is done with that information is clearly explained. Maintaining the community’s trust that government will respect privacy interests is key to the Government’s ability to collect the information it needs to provide many public services.*\footnote{109}

The LAC Guidelines provide that if proposed legislation affects the privacy of individuals, the Privacy Commissioner and the Government Chief Privacy Officer (GCPO)\footnote{110} should be consulted. Ministers and their officials are required to advise Cabinet of aspects of Bills that depart from principles in the Guidelines. The Guidelines set out the following five-part set of questions that officials must apply to proposed legislation:

- Is the legislation consistent with the requirements of the Privacy Act 1993 and its 12 Information Privacy Principles?
- Have you complied with any relevant Code of Practice issued by the Privacy Commissioner?
- Have you consulted the Privacy Commissioner, the Ministry of Justice and the GCPO?
- Does the legislation require a complaints process?
- Have you considered the consequences of non-compliance with the Privacy Act 1993?

The Guidelines also provide that if any policy development involves personal information then a Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) should be carried out to assess the extent of the impact and how it can be managed in the policy development process. The Office of the Privacy Commissioner has produced guidance on whether a PIA is needed; and on how to complete a PIA. According to the PIA guidance, organisations should check that the legal framework complies with the principles in the Privacy Act; identify privacy risks and how to mitigate them, and produce and then act on a PIA report.\footnote{111}

The LAC Guidelines can be seen, in this respect, as establishing a legislative due diligence procedure on privacy. The GCPO is also an integral component of the Government’s internal due diligence processes on privacy. Unlike the Privacy Commissioner, who as the Privacy Act ‘watchdog’ agency, is an Independent Crown Entity and therefore legally independent of the Government, the GCPO is a government official tasked with developing standards, issuing guidance and providing assurance to Government...
The Court considered that the legislative intent instead indicated that privacy law would be left for “incremental development” in the absence of a statutory right to privacy.118 The Court also held that the New Zealand's international human rights obligations under the ICCPR also provide a basis for the New Zealand common law recognising the tort of breach of privacy.119

In 2017, the State Services Commissioner designated the Chief Executive of Statistics New Zealand (Stats NZ) as the Government Chief Data Steward. Stats NZ has a key role in supporting government agencies to build their capabilities as regards their use and management of data. This includes the development and implementation of data standards. The principles of transparency, trust and integrity around the use of government data are described by Stats NZ as being “at the heart of this work.”113

2.9 Common law

As described earlier in the paper, the common law has long recognised that personal property rights enable “individuals to maintain their right to privacy and their civil liberties in general.”114 The New Zealand Courts have extended these principles to include informational privacy, such as in the Duffield and Moulton cases which regarded the statutory power of police to compulsorily acquire information from arrestees to confirm identity.115 In Moulton, the Court of Appeal held that the statutory power should be confined to recording details necessary to identify the arrestee, and may not be used to compile a personal history or dossier of information on the persons employment record, schooling, friendships, financial circumstances and the like under pain of legal penalty.116

The existence of a tort for breach of privacy in New Zealand law was also inferred by the Court of Appeal in the case of Hosking v Runting.117 In that case, the Court held that the omission in the BORA and the Privacy Act of a free-standing privacy right did not preclude the existence of a common law remedy for breach of privacy.

---

114 Transport Ministry v Payn [1977] 2 NZLR 50 (CA) per Woodhouse J
115 See Butler at 3.3.21 p 58; Duffield v Police (No 2) [1971] NZLR 710, Moulton v Police [1980] 1 NZLR 443.
116 Moulton v Police [1980] 1 NZLR 443 at 446
118 Ibid at 26.
119 Ibid at 38.
PART III: PERMISSIBLE LIMITATIONS ON THE RIGHT TO PRIVACY
The right to privacy is not absolute. At times governments will need to protect the interests of its citizens and to do so may gather intelligence to assist with the detection, investigation and prosecution of crime, as well as for national security.120 Personal information may also be collected about individuals for research and policy purposes. In such cases limits may be placed on the right to privacy.

Unlike other provisions of the ICCPR, the right to privacy does not explicitly set out what limits are permissible.121 However, authoritative international sources have established principles against which rights limiting measures can be assessed. These are the principles of legality, necessity and proportionality.122 Any rights-limiting measure that does not accord with these principles is likely to be unlawful or arbitrary and in breach of Article 17 of the ICCPR.

3.1 Legality

The UNHRC has explained that “unlawful interference” with the right to privacy means that no interference can take place unless it is envisaged by the law.123 This means that States are required to have in place legislation that specifies in detail the precise circumstances in which interferences with the right to privacy may be permitted.124 The law must be publicly accessible, clear and precise,125 and individuals must be put on notice and foresee the application of the law that limits their right to privacy.126

3.2 Necessity

The principle of necessity requires that any interference with the right to privacy must be limited to that which is strictly and demonstrably necessary to achieve a legitimate aim and the least intrusive option available.127

3.3 Proportionality

Any measures that intrude on the right to privacy must be proportionate to the objective. This involves a balancing exercise of the benefit sought to be achieved against the harm that would be caused to the individual’s rights and to other competing interests.128

3.4 Principles in New Zealand Law and Policy

New Zealand legislation and policy instruments broadly reflect the principles of legality, necessity and proportionality. For example, the information privacy principles set out in the Privacy Act 1993

Personal information may also be collected about individuals for research and policy purposes. In such cases limits may be placed on the right to privacy.

120 Report of Special Rapporteur on the right to privacy (19 October 2017) para 7.
121 Note that the European Convention on Human Rights right to privacy under section 8 provides for the permissible limitations on the right at section 8 (2): it must be in accordance with the law, necessary in pursuit of a legitimate and, and proportionate.
122 OHCHR Report, The Right to Privacy in the Digital Age, para 22, (“Guidance on the meaning of the qualifying words “arbitrary or unlawful” nonetheless can be drawn from the Siracusa Principles on the Limitation and Derogation Provisions in the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the practice of the Human Rights Committee as reflected in its general comments, including Nos. 16, 27, 29, 34, and 31, findings on individual communications and concluding observations, regional and national case law, and the views of independent experts.”).
123 UNHRC, General Comment No. 16 (right to privacy), para 3
124 Ibid, para 8
126 Weber and Saravia v. Germany, App. No. 54934/00, European Court of Human Rights, Decision on Admissibility (29 June 2006).
128 Ibid.
provide that personal information shall not be:

- Collected unless for a lawful purpose connected with a function or activity of the collecting agency\textsuperscript{129} (reflecting the legality principle).

- Collected unless collection of the information is necessary for that lawful purposes\textsuperscript{130} (reflecting the necessity principle).

- Used or disclosed without consent unless certain prescribed grounds are met e.g. to avoid prejudice to maintenance of the law, to prevent or lessen serious harm\textsuperscript{131} (reflecting the proportionality principle).

The limiting principles are more explicitly referenced in Ministerial Policy Statements issued under the Intelligence and Security Act 2017\textsuperscript{132} by the Ministers Responsible for the GCSB and the NZSIS.\textsuperscript{133} These will be discussed further below.

\textsuperscript{129} Privacy Act 1993, Information Privacy Principle 1.
\textsuperscript{130} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{131} Ibid, Information Privacy Principles 10 and 11.
\textsuperscript{132} Intelligence and Security Act 2017, ss 206-208.
\textsuperscript{133} Ministerial Policy Statements issued to date are publicly available at www.nzic.govt.nz
PART IV: ADEQUATE SAFEGUARDS
4.1 Oversight and Authorization

Even if a limitation on the right to privacy is permitted by law, any measures must be subject to procedural and legal safeguards, via a sufficiently independent and robust oversight and authorisation mechanism. This ensures:

- Public trust and confidence in the work of government agencies empowered with privacy-limiting functions, such as intelligence agencies.\(^{134}\)
- Information concerning a person's private life does not fall into the hands of those who are not authorised by law to receive it.\(^{135}\)
- Government agencies and their delegates are held accountable for activities that result in arbitrary or unlawful interference with privacy.\(^{136}\)

Safeguards are accordingly a central requirement in the relevant international frameworks. For example, the OECD has specified that:

> Personal data should be protected by reasonable security safeguards against such risks as loss or unauthorised access, destruction, use, modification or disclosure of data.\(^{137}\)

The UN General Assembly has called on States:

> To establish or maintain existing independent, effective, adequately resourced and impartial judicial, administrative and/or parliamentary domestic oversight mechanisms capable of ensuring transparency, as appropriate, and accountability for State surveillance of communications, their interception and the collection of personal data.\(^{138}\)

In the intelligence and security sector, adequate authorisation and oversight may occur at three stages of surveillance activities:

- when the activity is ordered,
- while the activity is carried out, or
- after the activity has been terminated.\(^{139}\)

All three branches of government should be involved in the oversight of surveillance. Mixed models whereby layers of oversight are provided by the administrative (executive), judicial and parliamentary branches of government are considered desirable.\(^{140}\)

Targeted surveillance, which usually involves traditional methods such as the interception of phone calls, is usually subject to prior judicial or executive authorisation before the measure is carried out and subsequent review of legality by reference to the particular circumstances and the individual whose communications were intercepted.\(^{141}\)

However, mass surveillance and the collection of metadata are usually subject to much weaker safeguards\(^{142}\) because there is no opportunity for prior authorization (for a brief explanation of metadata see below). Metadata can reveal much information about an individual’s personal life. Therefore, UN experts have recommended strong independent oversight mechanisms should be in place to scrutinise such surveillance.\(^{143}\)

The importance of independent intelligence oversight in the New Zealand context was highlighted in the report of the First Independent Review of Intelligence and Security in New Zealand:

> Independent external oversight is . . . essential to ensure that by working to secure populations

\(^{134}\) Report of Special Rapporteur on countering terrorism, Martin Scheinin (17 May 2010) para. 13 http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/ hrcouncil/docs/14session/A.HRC.14.46.pdf (“Intelligence oversight institutions serve to foster public trust and confidence in the work of intelligence services by ensuring they perform their statutory functions in accordance with respect for the rule of law and human rights.”).

\(^{135}\) UNHRC, General Comment No. 16, Article 17 (right to privacy) para. 10 (“Effective measures have to be taken by States to ensure that information concerning a person’s private life does not reach the hands of persons who are not authorized by law to receive, process and use it, and is never used for purposes incompatible with the Covenant.”).


\(^{137}\) OECD Guidelines, Security Safeguards Principle 11

\(^{138}\) General Assembly Resolution on the Right to Privacy in the Digital Age (19 December 2016).


intelligence agencies. The Committee’s functions include examining policies of security agencies; considering bills or petitions relating to security agencies, and requesting the Inspector-General to conduct an inquiry into any matter relating to compliance with NZ law, including human rights law and propriety of activities.

Within New Zealand, there has been an oversight group established that includes the IGIS, Privacy Commissioner, Auditor-General and the Chief Ombudsman. The NZ Intelligence Community is also subject to oversight of the independent authorities such as the Auditor-General, Privacy Commissioner, Ombudsman and the judiciary.

In terms of oversight of the use of personal data in the social sector, as discussed earlier, the Ministry of Social Development is currently developing a Privacy, Human Rights and Ethics Framework. The original intention of the framework is that it would apply to predictive risk modelling initiatives in the social sector (specifically the child protection and social security sectors). However, the framework potentially could be expanded to apply more generally to all information sharing initiatives within the social sector.

4.2 Transparency

States should be transparent about the use and scope of techniques and powers that potentially infringe the right to privacy. This includes administrative processes related to the gathering of personal information and data.

David Anderson, the UK’s Independent Reviewer of Terrorism legislation, helpfully summed up the need for transparency in his review of surveillance legislation in the UK stating:

*The fact that the subject-matter is technical is no excuse for obscurity. It should be possible to set out a series of limited powers, safeguards and review mechanisms with a high degree of clarity and... without technical jargon: the place for the*

---

144 Sir Michael Cullen and Dame Patsy Reddy, First Independent Review of Intelligence and Security to parliament, p.52, para 4.4.
145 See NZ Intelligence Community, Oversight https://www.nzic.govt.nz/oversight/.
146 Intelligence and Security Act 2017, s 171. The most common type of complaints relate to adverse recommendations by the NZSIS as to security clearances required for employment, http://www.igis.govt.nz/complaints/
147 Intelligence and Security Act 2017, s 185.
148 Ibid. s 190.
The First Independent Review of Intelligence and Security in New Zealand similarly placed greater transparency as a central objective of reform to the intelligence and security sector, providing that one of its key purposes was:

*to provide transparency and accountability through its recommendations for a “single, integrated and comprehensive Act of Parliament that lays out in plain English how the agencies are constituted what their purposes are; how all their intelligence and security activities are authorised; and how they are overseen so as to protect those freedoms and liberties that are part of what we are as a nation.*

It is notable that the Privacy Act 1993 requires procedural transparency and consultation in the development of Approved Information Sharing Agreements (AISAs), as well as publication and public access following the passage of an AISA into law.

Transparency requirements also extend to private sector actors. For example, the Special Rapporteur on the right to freedom of expression has recommended that telecommunications companies should be transparent in how they communicate the impact of their activities on human rights externally, including the number of government requests they have received for things such as customer data, and the availability of remedies for persons whose rights have been breached as a result of their activities.

### 4.3 Purpose Specification

The Special Rapporteur on the right to privacy has affirmed the principle of “purpose specification” as fundamental to ensuring that data collection and use adheres with the right to privacy. He notes:

*Put simply, personal data should be collected, used, stored and re-used for a specified legitimate purpose or for a compatible purpose. Once the time required for the data to be stored by that specified purpose runs out then the data should be deleted permanently. Re-using personal data is not part of our privacy or data protection DNA.*

Against this context, it is notable that the OHCHR has expressed concern that “personal data ends up in the same ‘bucket’ of data which can be used and re-used for all kinds of known and unknown purposes.” In addition, the Special Rapporteur on countering terrorism has noted that many States lack “purpose specification” provisions that restrict information gathered for one purpose from being used for other unrelated governmental objectives, leading to “purpose creep.”

*This means that data for national security purposes may be shared between intelligence agencies, law enforcement agencies and other State entities, including tax authorities, local councils and licensing bodies. National security and law enforcement agencies are typically excluded from provisions of data protection legislation that limit the sharing of personal data. As a result, it may be difficult for individuals to foresee when and by which State agency they might be subjected to surveillance. This “purpose creep” risks violating article 17 of the Covenant, not only because relevant laws lack foreseeability, but also because surveillance measures that may be necessary and proportionate for one legitimate aim may not be so for the purposes of another.*

In New Zealand, the Privacy Act places limits on the use of personal information that was obtained in connection with one purpose from being used for another purpose, unless specific criteria are met. One of these criteria relates to the activities of New Zealand’s intelligence and security agencies and was introduced by the enactment of the Intelligence and Security Act 2017. It provides that:

*An intelligence and security agency that holds personal information that was obtained in*...
connection with one purpose may use the information for any other purpose (a secondary purpose) if the agency believes on reasonable grounds that the use of the information for the secondary purpose is necessary to enable the agency to perform any of its functions.\footnote{161}

However, any use of information by those agencies would have to be consistent with the policy principles set down in Ministerial Policy Statements by the Ministers responsible for the GCSB and the NZSIS and accordingly meet legality, necessity and proportionality requirements, minimise impact on third parties and facilitate effective oversight by the oversight entities.\footnote{162}

### 4.4 International Intelligence Sharing and Data Transfers

The OECD Guidelines provide member countries with a framework for managing the flow of data across their borders. The Guidelines require member countries to:

- Take steps to ensure that trans-border flows of personal data are uninterrupted and secure.\footnote{163}
- Restrict the sharing of personal data with other member countries that do not substantially observe the OECD Guidelines or that do not have in place equivalent privacy protections in domestic legislation.\footnote{164}
- Ensure that procedures for trans-border flows of personal data, including those that protect of privacy and individual liberties, are simple and compatible with those of other member countries.\footnote{165}
- Establish procedures to facilitate information exchange and mutual assistance in procedural and investigative matters.\footnote{166}

The OECD Guidelines are reflected in the Privacy Act 1993. The Act gives the Privacy Commissioner power to prohibit a transfer of personal information from New Zealand to another State by issuing a transfer prohibition notice.\footnote{167} Such a notice may be issued if the Commissioner is not satisfied that:

- Information has been received in New Zealand from another State and it is likely to be transferred to a third State which does not provide comparable safeguards to the Privacy Act; and
- Transfer would be likely to lead to a contravention of the basic principles of national application set out in part two of the OECD Guidelines.\footnote{168}

When considering whether to issue a Notice, the Privacy Commissioner must have regard to whether the proposed transfer of personal information affects, or would be likely to affect any individual, the desirability of facilitating the free flow of information between New Zealand and other States, and any existing or developing international guidelines relevant to trans-border data flows.\footnote{169}

As noted above, the new Privacy Bill strengthens the requirements relating to the disclosure of information to an overseas person. Among the new requirements under privacy principle 11 are that the disclosing agency must not disclose the personal information unless the agency believes on reasonable grounds that the overseas person is required to protect the information in a way that, overall, provides comparable safeguards to those in the Act.\footnote{170}

In December 2012, the European Council issued a formal decision recognising that New Zealand law provides an adequate level of data protection for the purposes of EU law.\footnote{171} This decision means that personal data can flow from the EU member states to New Zealand for processing

\begin{footnotesize}
\footnote{161}{Privacy Act 1993, Principle 10(2).}
\footnote{162}{Section 206 of the Intelligence and Security Act 2017. See, for example, the MPS on Collecting Information Lawfully paragraphs 18-31, https://www.nzic.govt.nz/assets/MPSs/Ministerial-Policy-Statement-Collecting-information-lawfully.pdf}
\footnote{163}{OECD Guidelines, Article 16.}
\footnote{164}{Ibid. art. 17.}
\footnote{165}{Ibid. art. 20.}
\footnote{166}{Ibid. art. 21.}
\footnote{167}{Privacy Act 1993, s 114B.}
\footnote{168}{Ibid.}
\footnote{169}{Ibid s 114B(2).}
\end{footnotesize}
without other safeguards being necessary.\textsuperscript{172} The decision does not cover data exchanges in the law enforcement sector. The European Commission has only recognised eleven other countries as providing adequate protection, including Canada and the United States.\textsuperscript{173} As noted above, New Zealand may no longer meet the EU’s data protection standards in light of the new European data protection regulation that goes into effect in May 2018. This may also be relevant to the current negotiations between the New Zealand Government and the EU for a free trade agreement of which negotiations are expected to begin in 2018.

The Intelligence and Security Act 2017 requires that the Minister responsible for intelligence and security agencies issue Ministerial Policy Statements in relation to lawful activities of the Agencies and sets out guiding principles. In particular, the MPS on Cooperation of New Zealand intelligence and security agencies with public overseas authorities adopts a strong human rights approach for the exercise of due diligence when determining whether it is appropriate to engage with a particular overseas public authority and determining whether proposed activities are consistent with the law, particularly with respect to ensuring that the security agencies do not become complicit in human rights abuses. The MPS lists the ICCPR and seven other ratified UN human rights treaties as being among New Zealand’s “core human rights obligations.” The MPS noted that “actions or activities that run contrary to the obligations within those instruments may constitute a human rights breach in the context of this MPS.” The following key principles must be applied by the Agencies when cooperating with overseas public authorities:

- **Legality:** Cooperation must be conducted in accordance with New Zealand law and all human rights obligations recognised by New Zealand law.\textsuperscript{174}

- **Human rights obligations:** Agencies must not cooperate with overseas public authorities where they know or assess that there is a real risk that the activity will lead to, or has been obtained as a result of, human rights breaches in that country. This includes a duty of due diligence and applies to requests to share intelligence on a case-by-case basis or within the context of a broader standing authorisation.\textsuperscript{175}

- **Necessity:** Cooperation with overseas public authorities should only occur for the purposes necessary to support the Agencies to perform their statutory functions.\textsuperscript{176}

- **Reasonableness and proportionality:** The Impact of cooperation with overseas public authorities should be reasonable and proportionate to the purpose for carrying out the cooperation, the benefit gained and the reputational risk to the Agencies and the New Zealand Government. The MPS includes a range of factors in determining reasonableness.\textsuperscript{177}

- **Protections for New Zealanders:** When cooperating with overseas public authorities, the Agencies must continue to apply the same protections for New Zealand citizens and permanent residents that would normally apply, including adherence to the information privacy principles in the Privacy Act.\textsuperscript{178}

- **Information Management:** Steps must be taken to ensure that information obtained by the Agencies and subsequently shared with overseas public authorities is managed in accordance with all information management requirements, standards and guidelines that relate to that information in New Zealand.\textsuperscript{179} The Agencies are also required to specify the protection, storage and use (including the passing on of that information to any third parties) to be adhered to in respect of personal information about New Zealanders, shared with an overseas public authority.\textsuperscript{180}

\textsuperscript{172} See https://www.privacy.org.nz/blog/providing-an-adequate-level-of-data-protection/
\textsuperscript{173} See http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/international-transfers/adequacy/index_en.htm
\textsuperscript{174} Ibid. paras. 30-34.
\textsuperscript{175} Ibid. paras. 35-46.
\textsuperscript{176} Ibid. para. 47.
\textsuperscript{177} Ibid. paras. 48-52.
\textsuperscript{178} Ibid. paras. 53-54.
\textsuperscript{179} Ibid. para. 55.
\textsuperscript{180} Ibid. para. 56.
• Oversight: All cooperation must be carried out in a manner that facilitates effective accountability, transparency and oversight, including the use of clear authorisation procedures, the keeping of appropriate records, maintaining up-to-date internal policies and procedures and guidance for staff, and reporting to the responsible Minister on the nature and outcomes of cooperation with overseas public authorities.\textsuperscript{181}

In terms of human rights obligations, security agencies must not cooperate with overseas public authorities where they know or assess that there is a real risk that the activity will lead to, or where information has been obtained as a result of, human rights breaches in that country. This includes a duty of due diligence and this applies to requests to share intelligence on a case-by-case basis or within the context of a broader standing authorisation.

\textsuperscript{181} Ibid. para. 57.
PART V: REMEDIES
Article 2 of the ICCPR provides that individuals whose rights have been violated must be provided with access to an effective remedy. This requires a process where individuals can submit a complaint to an independent mechanism that is capable of conducting a thorough and impartial review and providing a rights-vindicating outcome (for example through an injunction, reparation, declaration or restitution) in the event a breach is found to have occurred.

International human rights law requires States “to provide individuals whose right to privacy has been violated by unlawful and arbitrary surveillance with access to an effective remedy.” Furthermore, the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights provide that States should ensure access to an effective remedy for violations of human rights by private entities.

Remedies can come in a variety of judicial, legislative or administrative forms. According to the OHCHR, effective remedies will:

• be known and accessible to anyone with an arguable claim;
• involve “prompt, thorough and impartial” investigation of the alleged violations, often by an independent oversight body;
• be capable of ending ongoing violations i.e. through deletion of data or other forms of reparation; and
• in cases of gross violations, may require criminal prosecution.

In New Zealand, the following remedies are available to individuals in the context of surveillance and informational privacy.

5.1 Domestic

Privacy Act

Under the Privacy Act, the Privacy Commissioner has the power to investigate a matter that is or may constitute interference with privacy.

182 General Assembly Resolution on the Right to Privacy in the Digital Age (18 December 2014).
183 UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, Pillar 3.

The Privacy Commissioner can also receive complaints under the Act from anyone who believes that they are affected by a breach of the privacy principles.

International human rights law requires States “to provide individuals whose right to privacy has been violated by unlawful and arbitrary surveillance with access to an effective remedy.”

The Commissioner will then investigate whether the public or private sector agency has breached the Act. If the complainant does not obtain a satisfactory outcome, they can take their case to the Human Rights Review Tribunal (HRRT) which has the power to grant remedies including a declaration of interference with the right to privacy, an order that the agency should not repeat the behaviour or should redress any loss or damages, and compensation.

Human Rights Commission

The Human Rights Act 1993 (HRA) sets out a complaints mechanism for people who believe they have been discriminated against. In the context of the collection of Big Data and the application of algorithms to that data to generate risk outcomes to inform social policy, an individual could potentially complain to the Commission if they believe that they have been discriminated against, for example on the...
grounds of race or ethnicity. The Commission will try to resolve the issue through informal methods such as mediation. However, if it is not resolved, individuals can take their complaint to the HRRT, where remedies may be granted if it is found that there has been a breach of the HRA.

**Civil**

Individuals may bring a civil case in the New Zealand courts for a breach of BORA. Such a claim may represent elements of a person's private life and autonomy, including the right to be secure against unreasonable search and seizure, the right to freedom of association, and the right to freedom of expression. The Court of Appeal in Baigent's Case established that the remedy of monetary compensation was available to grant relief for a breach of the BORA, notwithstanding the absence of a specific remedies section in the Act. As noted in section 2, the Court of Appeal in the case of Hosking v Runtting found that there is a tort for invasion of privacy in New Zealand, which provides a direct remedy against the disclosure of private facts about a person.

**Criminal**

There is an array of criminal offences in New Zealand which impose penalties for various sorts of conduct that might be categorised as invasions of privacy. Privacy of communications, especially via mail and telephone, receives fairly extensive protection. There are also offences relating to the disclosure of private or confidential information and offences relating to computers.

187 See s 6.4 describing concerns in the US where the use of algorithmic techniques has exacerbated racially biased procedures and outcomes in the law enforcement sector.

188 Human Rights Act 1993, s 92.

189 Part 9A of the Crimes Act 1961, entitled “Crimes against personal privacy” protects private communications through regulating the use of interception devices. It is an offence, punishable by up to two years' imprisonment, to intercept any private communication using an interception device, unless the person intercepting the communication is a party to that communication or it was carried out in pursuance to the Search and Surveillance Act 2012, Part 4 of the Intelligence and Security Act 2017 or the International Terrorism (Emergency Powers) Act 1987. Where a private communication has been intercepted contrary to the Act, it is prohibited to intentionally disclose the communication or its substance or meaning, or to intentionally disclose the existence of the communication, if the discloser knows that the communication has come to his or her knowledge as a direct or indirect result of contravening the Act (Crimes Act 1961, s 216C).

190 A person who intentionally access a computer system, directly or indirectly, without authorisation, knowing that they are not authorised to access the computer system or being reckless as to whether they are authorised, commit an offence (Crimes Act 1961, s 252).

**Harmful Digital Communications**

The Harmful Digital Communications Act sets out ten communication principles, including that a digital communication should not disclose sensitive personal facts about an individual. An individual can make a complaint to Netsafe, the approved agency under the Act, if they believe that one of the principles has been breached. Netsafe will work with parties to find a resolution. However, if parties cannot agree, the agency will refer cases to the District Court. The court can make a range of orders including for removal of content and for an apology to be published.


192 Intelligence and Security Act 2017, s 171. The most common type of complaints relate to adverse recommendations by the NZSIS as to security clearances required for employment, http://www.igis.govt.nz/complaints/

193 Ibid., s 185.

194 Ibid., s 190.

**Inspector General of Intelligence and Security**

The IGIS can inquire into complaints by individuals who claim they have been adversely affected by any act, omission, practice, policy, or procedure of an intelligence and security agency.

During an inquiry the IGIS may compel giving of information, take evidence from witnesses in private, summon and examine under oath any person who is able to give information relevant to the inquiry. On the completion of the inquiry, the IGIS must prepare a written report containing his or her conclusions and recommendations which may include recommendations that the agency provide redress including remedies that involve the payment of compensation. The report is published publicly and the report or findings cannot be challenged or reviewed or called into question by a court except on the grounds of lack of jurisdiction.

**Judicial review**

An individual can apply to the High Court for a review of actions or decisions of a public or
private administrative body to see whether they acted within the powers given to them by the law. Generally, a person needs to be affected by a decision to apply for judicial review, but the Court increasingly allows applications from people when the decision relates to a matter of public interest. The Court can grant interim relief preventing a decision being made or given effect to.

5.2 International

*Optional Protocol to the ICCPR*

While the right to privacy is not included in the BORA, individuals may still seek a remedy under the individual complaints procedure of the Optional Protocol to the ICCPR. New Zealand has been a party to the Optional Protocol since 1989, which allows individuals to make complaints to the UNHRC if they believe their rights under the ICCPR have been violated. Complaints are only accepted if all domestic remedies have been exhausted. The UNHRC examines the admissibility and merits of the complaint and if it decides that the individual’s rights have been violated will make recommendations to the State party concerned.
PART VI: EMERGING ISSUES
6.1 Meta Data and Data Retention

Data retention in the context of communications surveillance relates to laws or policies that require telecommunications companies to store content data and metadata in case such data is required at a future date. Content data is the actual substance or subject of communications that individuals send to each other using modern communications. Meta data, on the other hand, is data about the communication. This includes information about:

- the location that it was sent and received from;
- the devices that it was sent and received on;
- the times at which the message was sent and received; and
- information relating to the sender and recipients such as email address, ISPs and IP addresses.\(^\text{195}\)

Technological advancements mean that metadata can be analysed, mined and combined in ways that make it even more revealing about individuals than content data. Certain types of metadata, when aggregated “may give an insight into an individual’s behaviour, social relationships, private preferences and identity that go beyond even that conveyed by accessing the content of a private communication.”\(^\text{196}\) Through such information, individuals leave a digital trail which can be used by governments and commercial private sector entities to generate a profile about an individual’s private life and interactions.

The OHCHR has noted that mandatory data retention laws are neither a necessary or proportionate limitation on the right to privacy.\(^\text{197}\) The Special Rapporteur on freedom of expression has also criticised that they limit an individual’s ability to remain anonymous, commenting that:

> A State’s ability to require Internet service and telecommunications providers to collect and store records documenting the online activities of all users has inevitably resulted in the State having everyone’s digital footprint. A State’s ability to collect and retain personal records expands its capacity to conduct surveillance and increases the potential for theft and disclosure of individual information.\(^\text{198}\)

### Technological advancements mean that metadata can be analysed, mined and combined in ways that make it even more revealing about individuals than content data.

The issue of retention of metadata was addressed recently by the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR). In a December 2016 judgment concerning legislation that requires the mandatory retention of data in bulk by telecommunication providers, the ECtHR held:

> The interference entailed by such legislation in the fundamental rights guaranteed in the Charter is very far-reaching and must be considered to be particularly serious. The fact that the data is retained without the subscriber or registered used being informed is likely to cause the persons concerned to feel that their private lives are the subject of constant surveillance […]\(^\text{199}\)

In that case, the ECtHR concluded that national legislation allowing for the general and indiscriminate retention of all traffic and location data cannot be considered necessary, even in the fight against serious crime.\(^\text{200}\)

The ECtHR also held that retention of traffic data

---
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must be the exception not the rule.\textsuperscript{201} The Court noted that it would be legitimate for States to adopt data retention laws for the purpose of fighting terrorism or serious crime if the retention of data is limited to what is strictly necessary for that purpose. \textsuperscript{202} However, such laws must have safeguards, effective oversight and remedies mechanisms in place.\textsuperscript{203}

The outcome of this case was questioned by David Anderson, UK’s independent reviewer of terrorism legislation, who described the decision as “genuinely radical.” Anderson stated that:

\begin{quote}
A more rigorous analysis of proportionality would have focussed on any actual harm that this useful power might be shown to have caused over its years of operations, and sought to avoid assertions based on theory or on informal predictions of popular feeling.\textsuperscript{204}
\end{quote}

The Special Rapporteur on the right to privacy welcomed the ECtHR’s judgment. However, he shared Anderson’s desire for a more rigorous analysis of proportionality when it comes to mass surveillance. In doing so, he noted that he has not been granted, in the UK at least, access to any information which would confirm that the utility of bulk acquisition of data is both necessary and proportional to the risk.\textsuperscript{205}

Addressing, in part, concerns about data retention, the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation, which comes into force in May 2018, provides for the right of data erasure. That is the right to be forgotten which entitles the data subject to have the data controller erase his/her personal data, cease further dissemination of the data, and potentially have third parties halt processing of the data. The conditions for erasure under the regulation include the data no longer being relevant to original purposes for processing, or a data subject withdrawing consent.\textsuperscript{206}

In the context of storage of personal data that is not necessarily gathered through surveillance, the OECD Guidelines provide that:

\begin{quote}
The purposes for which personal data are collected should be specified not later than at the time of data collection and the subsequent use limited to the fulfilment of those purposes or such others as are not incompatible with those purposes and as are specified on each occasion of change of purpose.\textsuperscript{207}
\end{quote}

In New Zealand, the Privacy Act requires, in unequivocal terms, that agencies should not hold information for longer than what is required for the purposes for which the information may lawfully be used.\textsuperscript{208} Furthermore, the Privacy Act and the sector specific codes that sit beneath it (the Health Information Privacy Code, the Telecommunications Information Privacy Code and the Credit Reporting Privacy Code) require relevant agencies to ensure security safeguards are in place to protect against loss, access, use, modification or disclosure or any other misuse of the information.\textsuperscript{209} Notably, credit agencies under the Credit Reporting Privacy Code have a particularly detailed and specific set of prescribed storage safeguards that they are required to have in place.\textsuperscript{210}

\section*{6.2 Mass Surveillance}

Mass surveillance involves the indiscriminate monitoring of the population or a significant component of a group of persons.\textsuperscript{211} The technology revolution has meant that governments can now use mass surveillance to capture data about virtually all aspects of our lives. Traditionally such surveillance was conducted through CCTV and national databases, but the focus now is around the monitoring of individual’s communications on phones and computers.

Mass surveillance of meta data and intercepted material is particularly problematic because it interferes with the privacy of a large number
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of individuals. This type of indiscriminate approach also has potentially discriminatory implications. Privacy International have observed that:

By starting from a position where everyone is a suspect, mass surveillance encourages the establishment of erroneous correlations and unfair suppositions.

The General Assembly’s resolution on the right to privacy in the digital age has raised deep concern about the negative impact surveillance carried out on a mass scale may have on the enjoyment of human rights. The Special Rapporteur on countering terrorism, Ben Emmerson, has gone as far as to say that the practice of mass surveillance impinges on the very essence of the right to privacy:

It is potentially inconsistent with the core principle that States should adopt the least intrusive means available when entrenching on protected human rights; it excludes any individualized proportionality assessment; and it is hedged around by secrecy claims that make any other form of proportionality analysis extremely difficult.

The European courts have found that laws permitting mass surveillance breach the right to privacy. However, where such activity has accorded with the privacy limitation principles (i.e. legality, necessity and proportionality) and is subject to effective oversight, the courts have ruled in favour of it. In a case brought against Germany, the ECHR dismissed an application that complained that the German state was monitoring communications in the absence of any “concrete suspicion” and relying on “catchwords” in order to analyse the data. The Court found that “strategic monitoring” was not in itself a disproportionate interference with the right to privacy. In so concluding, it had regard to the narrow and closely defined justifications for such collection, the safeguards that governed the authorisation of the collection, the safeguards concerning use of that material and the data protection systems in place. The Court found that there existed adequate and effective guarantees against abuses of the state’s strategic monitoring powers.

In New Zealand, the report into intelligence and security legislation noted the practical limitations of mass surveillance and describes the context in which GCSB uses mass surveillance:

The reality of modern communications is that it is often not possible to identify and copy a specific communication of interest in isolation. If a particular satellite might carry a relevant communication, the GCSB cannot search for that communication before interception occurs. First it needs to intercept a set of communications, most of which will be of no relevance and will be discarded without ever being examined by an analyst. This is the haystack in which the needle must be found.

In addition, case law of the ECHR and the UNHRC have made clear that UN human rights treaty obligations may extend extraterritorially
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in respect of cross-border surveillance. The Special Rapporteur for the right to privacy has accordingly held that:

any international agreements that permit surveillance activities directed at foreigners or citizens must be carried out in compliance with fundamental human rights such as privacy and non-discrimination. Any national laws or international agreements disregarding this fact, must be considered outdated and incompatible with the universal nature of privacy and fundamental rights in the digital age.

6.3 Big Data

“Big Data” is a term that is becoming increasingly prevalent alongside the rapid development of technology that allows for the collection of data. The UN Special Rapporteur on the right to privacy, in his October 2017 report on “Big Data, Open Data” characterised Big Data as a:

Term commonly used to describe the large and increasing volume of data and the advanced analytical techniques used to search, correlate, analyse and draw conclusions from it.

There is no agreed definition to Big Data. However, various experts in the field have defined it as:

- huge in volume, consisting of terabytes or petabytes of data;
- high in velocity, being created in or near real-time;
- diverse in variety, being structured and unstructured in nature;
- exhaustive in scope, striving to capture entire populations or systems;
- fine-grained in resolution and uniquely indexical in identification;

The Special Rapporteur has observed that Big Data is increasingly being used to “produce social benefits, including personalised services, increased access to services, better health outcomes, technological advancements and accessibility improvements.” While the potential utility of Big Data is profound, the Special Rapporteur has urged caution in applying it too readily and without objective scrutiny:

…epistemological claims, which tend to elevate Big Data to a new form of scientific method, lie at the centre of the unease many have expressed about the limitations of, and risks posed by, Big Data.

One of the most significant developments arising from Big Data has been the introduction of new analytical techniques that allow for the detection of meaningful patterns in the data. One such technique is ‘data mining’ – “a process whereby data is extracted from large data sets and subsequently analysed to determine whether patterns or correlations exist.”

The algorithm is the “engine” which drives this technique by determining how data should be interpreted and what resulting actions should be taken.

As discussed above, in New Zealand the application of algorithmic risk assessments to Big Data has been identified as having utility for social sector policy and decision-making. In particular, it is seen as underpinning the implementation and operation of the “social investment model” in which “citizen-based analytics” is used to provide empirical support for social policy.
The development of Big Data and Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies has occurred hand in hand in recent years. While AI has existed for over sixty years, its development and application over the last ten years has rapidly accelerated due to “better algorithms, increases in networked computer power, and the tech industry’s ability to capture and store massive amounts of data.”

A recent report by AI Now, a US research institute which examines the social implications of AI, describes how AI has infiltrated every aspect of our lives:

AI systems are already integrated in everyday technologies like smartphones and personal assistants, making predictions and determinations that help personalize experiences and advertise products. Beyond the familiar, these systems are also being introduced in critical areas like law, finance, policing and the workplace, where they are increasingly used to predict everything from our taste in music to our likelihood of committing a crime to our fitness for a job or an educational opportunity.

As with surveillance activities by intelligence and security agencies, operational and procedural safeguards in the social sector are an essential bulwark against the risk of human rights breaches occurring and becoming normalised in relation to personal data. The New Zealand Government’s proposed Privacy, Human Rights and Ethics Framework therefore will be a critical front-end procedural safeguard for ensuring that the deployment of algorithmic Big Data techniques in the social sector conform with human rights obligations and accordingly are carried out with the necessary “social licence” identified by Sir Peter Gluckman.

### 6.4 Artificial Intelligence

The development of Big Data and Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies has occurred hand in hand in recent years. While AI has existed for over sixty years, its development and application over the last ten years has rapidly accelerated due to “better algorithms, increases in networked computer power, and the tech industry’s ability to capture and store massive amounts of data.”

A recent report by AI Now, a US research institute which examines the social implications of AI, describes how AI has infiltrated every aspect of our lives:

As discussed earlier in the paper, AI is increasingly used in the criminal justice system. For example, by the police to target resources or high-risk individuals, by the courts to predict the likelihood of re-offending and prisons in targeting restorative justice.

The use of algorithmic risk assessments in sentencing was recently challenged in the United States in the case of State v. Loomis in the Wisconsin Supreme Court. The Court sentenced the defendant based in part on a tool called COMPAS (Correctional Offender Management Profiling for Alternative Sanctions) that was developed by a private company and purports to predict a defendant’s risk of committing another crime. The defendant appealed the ruling on the grounds that the court’s reliance on COMPAS...

---
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violated his due process rights because the COMPAS reports provide data relevant only to particular groups and because the methodology used to make the reports is secret. Therefore, the use of the COMPAS assessment infringed on both his right to an individualised sentence and his right to be sentenced on accurate information. The defendant also complained that it was unconstitutional because it took gender into account.

The Supreme Court ruled that a trial court’s use of an algorithmic risk assessment in sentencing did not violate the defendant’s due process, highlighting that the COMPAS report was not the sole basis of the sentencing decision. However, the judge added that judges must proceed with caution and expressed scepticism when using such risk assessments. To ensure that judges weigh risk assessment appropriately, the court prescribed both how these assessments must be presented to trial courts and the extent to which judges may use them. The court explained that risk scores may not be used “to determine whether an offender is incarcerated” or “to determine the severity of the sentence.” Therefore, judges using risk assessments must explain the factors other than the assessment that support the sentence imposed. Five written warnings must also be provided to judges when COMPAS assessments are used.

Concerns regarding the inherent risk of bias that arises from algorithmic risk assessments in the criminal justice sector were raised by U.S. Attorney General, Eric Holder in 2014. Furthermore, in an investigation by ProPublica in 2016 found that COMPAS assessments for more than 7,000 arrestees in Florida was based on an algorithm that was biased against African Americans.

AI systems challenge the right to privacy because they depend on ingesting as much data as possible, a methodology which is adverse to privacy. AI’s capacity for prediction and inference adds to these concerns.

This has led to calls for professional and legal ethical codes to be developed that govern the design and application of AI technologies and apply to the activities of both governments and private sector organisations and entities.

The European Union has introduced the first piece of legislation to address algorithmic discrimination in the European General Data Protection Regulation. This recognises the effect of algorithmic decision making on fundamental rights and addresses algorithmic discrimination, which occurs when an individual or group receives unfair treatment as a result of algorithmic decision-making. The ERDP addresses three principles:

- **Data sanitisation** – removal of specific categories from data sets; prohibition against “processing of data revealing racial or ethnic origin” and other “special categories” (Article 9); and prohibits decisions based solely on automated processing, including profiling, which produces legal effects concerning him or her or similarly significant effects against him or her” that is “based on the special categories of information referred to in Article 9” (Article 22)

- **Data transparency** – right to an explanation where entitled to information about logic involved and envisaged consequences (Article 13, 14)

---
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Under the UNGPs, States must protect against human rights abuses within their territory by third parties, including businesses, and should set clear expectations that businesses respect human rights. Businesses are also required to respect human rights. The foundation principle of the corporate responsibility to respect human rights is that businesses should avoid infringing on the human rights of others and should address adverse human rights impacts with which they are involved. The three key components of the corporate responsibility to respect human rights can be summarised as:

- A public commitment to respect human rights: The responsibility to respect human rights refers to internationally recognised human rights, including the International Bill of Human Rights, International Labour Organization’s (ILO) Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work.
- An ongoing process of human rights due diligence: This includes an assessment of risks to human rights; integrating findings of human rights impact assessments across relevant internal functions and processes; and tracking the effectiveness of response to human rights impacts.
- Having processes in place to enable a remedy when companies identify that they have caused or contributed to adverse human rights impacts

The UNGPs are increasingly important as businesses gather vast amounts of personal data about individuals and use it for purposes that it was not originally intended for, placing individual data privacy at risk. These issues were recently brought to light after Facebook admitted that Cambridge Analytica, a data mining and targeting company, used the personal data of 87 million of its users to create psychographic profiles. The international human rights framework and importantly the UNGPs are becoming more relevant as individuals are becoming increasingly concerned about the use of personal data by businesses.

6.5 Role of Business

While Governments are primarily responsible for protecting human rights, the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs) make clear that all businesses have a responsibility to respect human rights. The UNGPs are the authoritative global standard on business and human rights, endorsed by the United Nations Human Rights Council in 2011. They consist of 31 principles that set out the expectations of states and businesses human rights.

- Third party audit of algorithms – anticipated by data impact assessments under Article 24 requiring data controllers to evaluate “the risks of varying likelihood and severity for the right and freedoms of natural persons.”

In New Zealand, concerns have been raised about the use of computer-based risk prediction models by the Accident Compensation Corporation (ACC) to profile and target clients. University of Otago researchers have warned against the dangers of such tools. While final decisions appear to come down to the case manager, the researchers raised concerns that “their decisions are guided by advice generated automatically by a machine, based on a large set of data extending far beyond their own experience.” The researchers recommend that Governments and companies consider the following when using such tools:

- Accuracy of the tool, including a thorough description of the data set on which it was assessed
- Ability to explain how the tool works so that clients can appeal decision
- Distortion in the way the agency pursues its policy objectives
- Responsibility to make fair and humane decisions
- Whether the tool implicitly discriminates against individuals
- Training employees in the use of the system

243 http://www.otago.ac.nz/humanities/news/otago664403.html
in light of such risks, the UN General Assembly and UN Human Rights Council resolutions on the right to privacy in the digital age has called for Governments to:

- Refrain from requiring business enterprises to take steps that interfere with the right to privacy in an arbitrary or unlawful way;
- Consider appropriate measures that would enable business enterprises to adopt adequate voluntary transparency measures with regard to requests by State authorities for access to private user data and information;
- Develop or maintain legislation, preventive measures and remedies addressing harm from the sale or multiple resale or other corporate sharing of personal data without the individual’s free, explicit and informed consent.
- Respect human rights in accordance with the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights; and
- Inform users of the collection, use, sharing and retention of data about them.249


249 General Assembly Resolution on the Right to Privacy in the Digital Age, A/RES/71/199 (19 December 2016); Resolution 34/7